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Statistical Data Analysis
This book is a full multimedia curriculum that contains over 60 Lesson Plans in 29
Units of Study, Student Assignments Sheets, Worksheets, Handouts, Audio and
MIDI files to teach a wide array of musical topics, including: general/basic music
theory, music appreciation and analysis, keyboarding, composing/arranging, even
ear-training (aural theory) using technology.

Understanding Figurative Language
This book presents the first comprehensive account of how people use and
understand metaphors in everyday life. The author puts forward a new theory of
metaphor comprehension and evaluates it with respect to competing theories in
linguistics and psychology.

Nelson Grammar
By the end of the 1960s, a new discipline named computer science had come into
being. A new scientific paradigm--the 'computational paradigm'--was in place,
suggesting that computer science had reached a certain level of maturity. Yet as a
science it was still precociously young. New forces, some technological, some socioPage 2/27
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economic, some cognitive impinged upon it, the outcome of which was that new
kinds of computational problems arose over the next two decades. Indeed, by the
beginning of the 1990's the structure of the computational paradigm looked
markedly different in many important respects from how it was at the end of the
1960s. Author Subrata Dasgupta named the two decades from 1970 to 1990 as the
second age of computer science to distinguish it from the preceding genesis of the
science and the age of the Internet/World Wide Web that followed. This book
describes the evolution of computer science in this second age in the form of
seven overlapping, intermingling, parallel histories that unfold concurrently in the
course of the two decades. Certain themes characteristic of this second age thread
through this narrative: the desire for a genuine science of computing; the
realization that computing is as much a human experience as it is a technological
one; the search for a unified theory of intelligence spanning machines and mind;
the desire to liberate the computational mind from the shackles of sequentiality;
and, most ambitiously, a quest to subvert the very core of the computational
paradigm itself. We see how the computer scientists of the second age address
these desires and challenges, in what manner they succeed or fail and how, along
the way, the shape of computational paradigm was altered. And to complete this
history, the author asks and seeks to answer the question of how computer science
shows evidence of progress over the course of its second age.

The Philosophy of Science
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Incorporating a wide range of thematic maps, a statistical section and a
comprehensive cross-referenced gazetteer, The Oxford School Atlas fulfils all the
requirements for GCSE geographical skills and locational knowledge.

Comp. Sci. I
The Teachers Book fully supports all the components of Nelson Handwriting. It
contains full lesson plans, references to the separate Focus and Extension
resources, as well as useful tips on how to develop and assess handwriting skills.

The Piano
A Dictionary of Computing
Philosophy of science studies the methods, theories, and concepts used by
scientists. It mainly developed as a field in its own right during the twentieth
century and is now a diversified and lively research area. This book surveys the
current state of the discipline by focusing on central themes like confirmation of
scientific hypotheses, scientific explanation, causality, the relationship between
science and metaphysics, scientific change, the relationship between philosophy of
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science and science studies, the role of theories and models, unity of science.
These themes define general philosophy of science. The book also presents subdisciplines in the philosophy of science dealing with the main sciences: logic,
mathematics, physics, biology, medicine, cognitive science, linguistics, social
sciences, and economics. While it is common to address the specific philosophical
problems raised by physics and biology in such a book, the place assigned to the
philosophy of special sciences is much more unusual. Most authors collaborate on
a regular basis in their research or teaching and share a common vision of
philosophy of science and its place within philosophy and academia in general. The
chapters have been written in close accordance with the three editors, thus
achieving strong unity of style and tone.

Teaching Music Through Composition
Written with busy music majors in mind, The Piano Proficiency Exam Review Book
provides an easy-to-understand guide to the Piano Proficiency Exam. In eight
review sections, authors and Peabody Institute alumni Lucy Mauro and Scott Beard
provide an invaluable cache of tips, exercises, and practice exams. The sections
address all aspects of piano performance for the non-piano music major: seating,
arm, and hand positions; scales and arpeggios; cadences; vocal warmups;
harmonization/transposition; score reading; and solo literature. While studying the
book, students can expect to ask themselves, "Am I at the proper distance from
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the piano?" and, "Are my wrists level with the white keys?" among other gentle
reminders that encourage mindfulness and positivity at the piano bench. Whether
adapted for a school's exam requirements, private lessons, music therapy
sessions, or general music classes, lessons and exercises in The Piano Proficiency
Exam Review Book will make time spent at the piano an enjoyable experience.

The Second Age of Computer Science
A complete six-year primary computing course that takes a real-life, project-based
approach to teaching young learners the vital computing skills they will need for
the digital world. Each unit builds towards the creation of a final project, with topics
ranging from designing your own robot to programming simple games and creating
web pages.

Secondary Social Studies for Pakistan
The concept of the 'learning organization' is one of the most popular management
ideas of the last few decades. Since it was conceived as an idea in its own right, it
has been given various definitions and meanings, such that we are still faced with
the question as to whether any unified understanding of what the learning
organization really is can be established. This Handbook offers extensive reviews
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of both new and traditional perspectives on the concept and provides suggestions
for how the learning organization can best be defined, practiced, studied, and
developed in future research. With contributions from long-standing scholars in the
field as well as those new to the area, this book aims to bridge the gap between
traditional and more critical perspectives, and in doing so find alternative features
and angles to take the idea forward. In addition to elaborating on and developing
older definitions of the learning organization and suggesting updated and even
new definitions, the chapters also provide focused explorations on pertinent
aspects of the learning organization such as ambidexterity, gender inclusivity, and
systems thinking. They also survey organizations that have made efforts towards
becoming learning organizations, how the learning organization can best be
measured and studied, and the universality of the idea itself. Some of the
questions raised in this book are answered, or at least given tentative answers,
while other questions are left open. In this way, the book has the ambition to take
the learning organization an important step further, whilst having no intentions to
take any final step; instead, the intention is that others will endeavour to continue
where this book stops.

Computer Architecture
Advances in computer science and technology and in biology over the last several
years have opened up the possibility for computing to help answer fundamental
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questions in biology and for biology to help with new approaches to computing.
Making the most of the research opportunities at the interface of computing and
biology requires the active participation of people from both fields. While past
attempts have been made in this direction, circumstances today appear to be
much more favorable for progress. To help take advantage of these opportunities,
this study was requested of the NRC by the National Science Foundation, the
Department of Defense, the National Institutes of Health, and the Department of
Energy. The report provides the basis for establishing cross-disciplinary
collaboration between biology and computing including an analysis of potential
impediments and strategies for overcoming them. The report also presents a
wealth of examples that should encourage students in the biological sciences to
look for ways to enable them to be more effective users of computing in their
studies.

Catalyzing Inquiry at the Interface of Computing and Biology
Oxford International Primary Computing: Student Book 1
Providing essential tools to transform college piano students into professional
piano teachers, Courtney Crappell's Teaching Piano Pedagogy helps teachers
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develop pedagogy course curricula, design and facilitate practicum-teaching
experiences, and guide research projects in piano pedagogy. The book grounds the
reader in the history of the domain, investigates course materials, and explores
unique methods to introduce students to course concepts and help them put those
concepts into practice. To facilitate easy integration into the curriculum, Crappell
provides example classroom exercises and assignments throughout the text, which
are designed to help students understand and practice the related topics and skills.
Teaching Piano Pedagogy is not simply a book about teaching piano--it is a book
about how piano students learn to teach.

Atomic Physics
A complete three-year lower secondary computing course that takes a real-life,
project-based approach to teaching young learners the vital computing skills they
will need for the digital world. Each unit builds towards the creation of a final
project, with topics ranging from to programming simple games to creating web
pages.

Dictionary of Computer and Internet Terms
The second edition of Programming with ANSI C++ is a comprehensive text that
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covers all the technical aspects of object-oriented programming through ANSI
C++. Designed to serve as a textbook for the students of CSE and IT, as well as
those pursuing MCA, it provides a solid understanding of the fundamental concepts
without obscuring the text with heavy details. Through more than 400 applicationoriented programs, it brings the readers close to the practical aspects of C++.

A Cry for Justice
Keyboard artists in the time of J.S. Bach were simultaneously performers,
composers, and improvisers. By the twentieth century, however, the art of
improvisation was all but lost. Today, vanishingly few classically-trained musicians
can improvise with fluent, stylistic integrity. Many now question the system of
training that leaves players dependent upon the printed page, and would welcome
a new approach to musicianship that would enable modern performers to
recapture the remarkable creative freedom of a bygone era. The Pianist's Guide to
Historic Improvisation opens a pathway of musical discovery as the reader learns
to improvise with confidence and joy. Useful as either a college-level textbook or a
guide for independent study, the book is eminently practical. Author John
Mortensen explains even the most complex ideas in a lucid, conversational tone,
accompanied by hundreds of musical examples. Mortensen pairs every concept
with hands-on exercises for step-by-step practice of each skill. Professional-level
virtuosity is not required; players of moderate skill can manage the material.
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Suitable for professionals, conservatory students, and avid amateurs, The Pianist's
Guide leads to mastery of improvisational techniques at the Baroque keyboard.

The Pianist's Guide to Historic Improvisation
Oxford English Dictionary Additions Series
Five pupil books, one for each year group, provide carefully sequenced progression
throughout the course ensuring pupils' confidence is maintained. They present
each grammatical skill in small, easily managed steps.

Programming in C
This handbook is the first to explore the growing field of experimental semantics
and pragmatics. In the past 20 years, experimental data has become a major
source of evidence for building theories of language meaning and use,
encompassing a wide range of topics and methods. Following an introduction from
the editors, the chapters in this volume offer an up-to-date account of research in
the field spanning 31 different topics, including scalar implicatures,
presuppositions, counterfactuals, quantification, metaphor, prosody, and
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politeness, as well as exploring how and why a particular experimental method is
suitable for addressing a given theoretical debate. The volume's forward-looking
approach also seeks to actively identify questions and methods that could be
fruitfully combined in future experimental research. Written in a clear and
accessible style, this handbook will appeal to students and scholars from advanced
undergraduate level upwards in a range of fields, including semantics and
pragmatics, philosophy of language, psycholinguistics, computational linguistics,
cognitive science, and neuroscience.

Find Out how You Teach
Python Programming is designed as a textbook to fulfil the requirements of the firstlevel course in Python programming. It is suited for undergraduate degree students
of computer science engineering, information technology as well as computer
applications. The book aims to introduce the students to the fundamentals of
computing and the concepts of Python programming language, and enable them to
apply these concepts for solving real-worldproblems.

The Oxford School Atlas
Presents the basic concepts of chemistry and explains complex theories before
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offering a separate article on each of the building blocks that make up the
universe.

Python Programming
The book starts with an introduction to C programming and then delves into an indepth analysis of various constructs of C. The key topics include iterative and
decision-control statements, functions, arrays, strings, pointers, structures and
unions, file management, and pre-processordirectives. It deals separately with the
fundamental concepts of various data structures such as linked lists, stacks,
queues, trees, and graphs. The book provides numerous case studies linked to the
concepts explained in the text. With its highly detailed pedagogy entailing
examples, figures, algorithms, programming tips, and exercises, the book will
serve as an ideal resource for students to master and fine-tune the art of writing
efficient C programs.

Higher Education Computer Science
For more than a century the piano has occupied a dominant place in music and
society. Here, Ehrlich traces the instrument's fascinating history from the
fortepiano of Mozart's time, and the Victorian's "household orchestra and god," to
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the most sophisticated modern products of the Japanesemanufacturers. Updated
and revised by the author to include recent developments, this book will captivate
musicians, historians, and all lovers of the piano.

Computers Ahead Cbse Class Ix
The Oxford Handbook of Terrorism systematically integrates the substantial body
of scholarship on terrorism and counterterrorism before and after 9/11. In doing so,
it introduces scholars and practitioners to state of the art approaches, methods,
and issues in studying and teaching these vital phenomena. This Handbook goes
further than most existing collections by giving structure and direction to the fastgrowing but somewhat disjointed field of terrorism studies. The volume locates
terrorism within the wider spectrum of political violence instead of engaging in the
widespread tendency towards treating terrorism as an exceptional act. Moreover,
the volume makes a case for studying terrorism within its socio-historical context.
Finally, the volume addresses the critique that the study of terrorism suffers from
lack of theory by reviewing and extending the theoretical insights contributed by
several fields - including political science, political economy, history, sociology,
anthropology, criminology, law, geography, and psychology. In doing so, the
volume showcases the analytical advancements and reflects on the challenges
that remain since the emergence of the field in the early 1970s.
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Nelson Handwriting
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations. Develop your students
computational thinking and programming skills with complete coverage of the
latest syllabus from experienced examiners and teachers. - Follows the order of the
syllabus exactly, ensuring complete coverage - Introduces students to self-learning
exercises, helping them learn how to use their knowledge in new scenarios
Accompanying animation files of the key concepts are available to download for
free online. See the Quick Links to the left to access. This book covers the IGCSE
(0478), O Level (2210) and US IGCSE entry (0473) syllabuses, which are for first
examination 2015. It may also be a useful reference for students taking the new
Computer Science AS level course (9608).

The Oxford Handbook of Experimental Semantics and
Pragmatics
A Dictionary of Sociology
Helps students to combine their knowledge of English with their technical
knowledge. Develops all four skills through varied activities, with special emphasis
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on vocabulary acquisition and grammatical accuracy. Up-to-date technical content.
Authentic reading and listening passages covering a wide range of topics, e.g. the
use of virtual reality in industry, personal computing, viruses and security,
information systems, and multimedia. Letter-writing section offering a complete
guideto writing simple, work-related letters. Comprehensive glossary of technical
terms which forms a useful mini-dictionary of computing terminology. Separate
Answer Book with a key to all exercises, the tapescripts, and useful unit-by-unit
teaching notes. Designed for easy use by the non-specialistteacher.

Oxford English for Computing
This is the third in a major series of volumes supplementing the Second Edition of
the Oxford English Dictionary. Volume 3 contains 3,000 new words and meanings
from around the English-speaking world, including the UK (Citizen's Charter), North
America (affluential, Clintonomics), Australia (beardie), and the West Indies (zouk).
A wide variety of subjects is covered, including the sciences (buckyball,
nanotechnology, Tourette syndrome), finance (junk bond, negative equity), literary
theory (metafiction), computing (freeware, core dump), and sport (basho, lowball).

Programming with ANSI C++
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Teaching Piano Pedagogy
There is currently a great emphasis on teaching quality in Higher Education. In the
UK, the Teaching Excellence Framework and the National Student Survey have
contributed significantly to this focus. Additional support for staff to develop
teaching skills has also come from the Higher Education Academy, whose
fellowship scheme encourages HE staff to focus on their practice in the classroom.
The growth in the number of students attending university has resulted in a much
wider range of learning styles amongst them. Many students do not fit the
idealised average of being adept at learning from primarily text-based media. Two
further trends are also driving change and innovation in academic staff teaching.
The first is the availability of online teaching materials such as MOOCs. The second
is the emphasis now given to student postgraduate employability, represented by
certain aspects of the Teaching Excellence Framework that require students not
only to know information, but also to be able to articulate that knowledge and to
demonstrate their skills. With a desire to enable our students to achieve their
highest potential, many staff undertake initiatives to facilitate learning that
accommodate a wide range of learning styles. This book focuses on approaches to
teaching and learning within the discipline of Computer Science. The book consists
of a selection of chapters that describe a particular teaching activity or topic within
Computing in HE, presented in such a way that other practitioners can adopt and
adapt them as a way of helping them to develop their own teaching. It provides a
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number of practical cases of putting theory into practice when teaching Computer
Science to both undergraduate and postgraduate students in Higher Education
institutions. A chapter on the importance of developing soft skills and a
professional online presence is also included as an essential part of preparing the
students for their future employment.

Oxford International Primary Computing: Student Book 5
This dictionary contains over 32,000 terms that are specific to Computers and the
Internet. Each term includes a definition / description. With more than 750 pages,
this dictionary is one of the most comprehensive resources available.Terms relate
to applications, commands, functions, operating systems, image processing and
networking.No other dictionary of computing terms even comes close to the
breadth of this one. It is designed to be used by everyone from the novice seeking
the most basic information to the mainframe systems programmer and MIS
professional looking for sophisticated and hard-to-find information that's not
available in most reference books. It's all here in one indispensable reference
source. * artificial intelligence. * computer-integrated manufacturing* data
communication* databases* distributed data processing* fiber optics* fundamental
terms* local area networks* multimedia* office automation* open systems
interconnection* peripheral equipment* personal computing* processing units*
programming* system development* text processing This dictionary is ideal not
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only for students of computing but for those studying the related fields of
Information Technology, mathematics, physics, media communications, electronic
engineering, and natural sciences.We also publish a companion volume (Vol.2) of
Computer Acronyms and Abbreviations with an additional 4,500 terms. Volume 2
also includes a section on file name extensions showing the most commonly used
extensions and their association with various software systems.This dictionary is
available in more than 100 languages. See our website for pricing and
availability.http://www.wordsrus.info/catalog/computer_dictionary.html

The Oxford Handbook of the Learning Organization
Balochistan is clichACOd as the largest province of Pakistan, with the smallest
population, and with vast natural resources. This is indeed true. It is also true that
with just 1.5 million families, Balochistan-at one job per family-needs just 1.5
million jobs. Yet the province is abjectly under-developed, with virtually absent
physical infrastructure and abysmally low social development indicators.
Unemployment and poverty even hunger is rampant. Local discontent and anger
over the state of affairs has repeatedly boiled over into insurgencies, with one
under way currently. A Cry for Justice empirically documents five different aspects
of under-development and deprivation in Balochistan: gas pricing, federal
development expenditure, federal social protection, federal civil service, and
structure of electoral representation. It is the first attempt to detail the facts of
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systematic economic exploitation, discrimination, and neglect that Balochistan has
shouldered and continues to face-minus the fiction of imagined wrongs.

Cambridge IGCSE Computer Science
Fundamentals of Computers has been specifically designed for anybody and
everybody who wants to be familiar with basic concepts of computers. It is an ideal
text for self-learning basic computer concepts (such as organization, architecture,
input and output devices, primary and secondarymemory) as well as advanced
topics (such as operating systems, computer networks, and databases). The book
also provides step-by-step tutorials to learn different MS Office applications such as
Word, PowerPoint, and Excel.The book can be useful for a broad spectrum of
students, varying from non-computers background students enrolled in elementary
courses on Information Technology and Computer Sciences to students enrolled in
professional courses such as BCA and MCA.

A Guide to the Elements
Dependence on computers has had a transformative effect on human society.
Cybernetics is now woven into the core functions of virtually every basic
institution, including our oldest ones. War is one such institution, and the digital
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revolution's impact on it has been profound. The American military, which has no
peer, is almost completely reliant on high-tech computer systems. Given the
Internet's potential for full-spectrum surveillance and information disruption, the
marshaling of computer networks represents the next stage of cyberwar. Indeed, it
is upon us already. The recent Stuxnet episode, in which Israel fed a malignant
computer virus into Iran's nuclear facilities, is one such example. Penetration into
US government computer systems by Chinese hackers-presumably sponsored by
the Chinese government-is another. Together, they point to a new era in the
evolution of human conflict. In Cybersecurity and Cyerbwar: What Everyone Needs
to Know, noted experts Peter W. Singer and Allan Friedman lay out how the
revolution in military cybernetics occurred and explain where it is headed. They
begin with an explanation of what cyberspace is before moving on to discussions of
how it can be exploited and why it is so hard to defend. Throughout, they discuss
the latest developments in military and security technology. Singer and Friedman
close with a discussion of how people and governments can protect themselves. In
sum, Cybersecurity and Cyerbwar is the definitive account on the subject for the
educated general reader who wants to know more about the nature of war,
conflict, and security in the twenty-first century.

The Piano Proficiency Exam Review Book
Oxford Handbooks offer authoritative and up-to-date reviews of original research in
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a particular subject area. Specially commissioned chapters from leading figures in
the discipline give critical examinations of the progress and direction of debates,
as well as a foundation for future research. Oxford Handbooks provide scholars and
graduate students with compelling new perspectives upon a wide range of subjects
in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences. The adage Those who do not learn
from history are doomed to repeat it is a powerful one for parents, teachers, and
other professionals involved with or interested in deaf individuals or the Deaf
community. Myths grown from ignorance have long dogged the field, and faulty
assumptions and overgeneralizations have persisted despite contrary evidence. A
study of the history of deaf education reveals patterns that have affected
educational policy and legislation for deaf people around the world; these patterns
are related to several themes critical to the chapters of this volume. One such
theme is the importance of parental involvement in raising and educating deaf
children. Another relates to how Deaf people have taken an increasingly greater
role in influencing their own futures and places in society. In published histories,
we see the longstanding conflicts through the centuries that pertain to sign
language and spoken communication philosophies, as well as the contributions of
the individuals who advocated alternative strategies for teaching deaf children.
More recently, investigators have recognized the need for a diverse approach to
language and language learning. Advances in technology, cognitive science,
linguistics, and the social sciences have alternately led and followed changes in
theory and practice, resulting in a changing landscape for deaf and hard-of-hearing
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individuals and those connected to them. This second volume of the The Oxford
Handbook of Deaf Studies, Language, and Education (2003) picks up where that
first landmark volume left off, describing those advances and offering readers the
opportunity to understand the current status of research in the field while
recognizing the opportunities and challenges that lie ahead. In Volume 2, an
international group of contributing experts provide state-of-the-art summaries
intended for students, practitioners, and researchers. Not only does it describe
where we are, it helps to chart courses for the future.

Fundamentals of Computers
A consistent best-seller, the wide-ranging and authoritative Dictionary of Sociology
was first published in 1994 and contains more than 2,500 entries on the
terminology, methods, concepts, and thinkers in the field, as well as from the
related fields of psychology, economics, anthropology, philosophy, and political
science. For this fourth edition, Professor John Scott has conducted a thorough
review of all entries to ensure that they are concise, focused, and up to date.
Revisions reflect current intellectual debates and social conditions, particularly in
relation to global and multi-cultural issues. New entries cover relevant
contemporary concepts, such as climate change, social media, terrorism, and
intersectionality, as well as key living sociologists. This Dictionary is both an
invaluable introduction to sociology for beginners, and an essential source of
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reference for more advanced students and teachers.

Cybersecurity
This textbook is designed for the first course in Computer Architecture, usually
offered at the junior/senior (3rd, 4th year) level in electrical engineering, computer
science or computer engineering departments. This course is required of all
electrical engineering and computer science/computer engineering majors
specializing in the design of computer systems. This text provides a
comprehensive introduction to computer architecture, covering topic from design
of simple microprocessors to techniques used in the most advanced
supercomputers.

The Oxford Handbook of Deaf Studies, Language, and
Education
This book describes atomic physics and the latest advances in this field at a level
suitable for fourth year undergraduates. The numerous examples of the modern
applications of atomic physics include Bose-Einstein condensation of atoms, matterwave interferometry and quantum computing with trapped ions.
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The Oxford Handbook of Terrorism
Computersahead Is A Series Of 8 Books Recommended For Use By Students In
Classes 3 To 10. It Offers A Learning-Based Hands On Approach To The
Subject.Here Are Some Salient Features Of The Books Meant For Classes Ix And
X.More In-Depth Treatment As Compared To Other Books. While The Books Are
Based On The Cbse Syllabus, The Author Has Not Hesitated To Go A Little Beyond,
Wherever Necessary, To Achieve Completeness. For Example, A Chapter On
Queries, Reports And Forms (Chapter 5; Class X) Has Been Added In The Database
Section To Enable Students To Retrieve Meaningful Information From A
Database.The Books Focus On Practical Applications And Skills Rather Than On
Theoretical Knowledge. That Is, They Have A Beyond-The-Classroom Approach."
Lab Work Offers Interesting Exercises For Practical Learning As Well As
Understanding And Reinforces The Concepts. It Also Provides On Overview On
Tackling Day-To-Day Work And Business Situations." The Special Chapter On It
Applications Gives The Learner A Taste Of Real-Life, Practical Learning. The
Projects Are Dealt With In Greater Detail Than In Other Books.The Material Is
Presented In A Step-By-Step, Self-Learning Tutorial Format With Real Screen
Captures, To Ease The Learning Process. The Real Life Screen Captures Enables
The Students To Go Through The Book Even When Offline.There Are A Sufficient
Number Of Exercises Based On The Cbse Pattern, To Reinforce Concepts And Give
Examination Orientation. Sample Question Papers At The End Of The Class X Book
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Can Be Used For Self-Assessment Before The Exams.The Important Points Are
Summarized At The End Of Each Chapter.Practical Applications Are Explained And
Illustrated With The Help Of Figures, Diagrams, Tables And Schematic
Representation, Which Are Student Friendly As Well As Interesting. They Aid In
Faster And Easier Grasping Of The Concepts.

Basic English for Computing
This book is a guide to the practical application of statistics in data analysis as
typically encountered in the physical sciences. It is primarily addressed at students
and professionals who need to draw quantitative conclusions from experimental
data. Although most of the examples are taken from particle physics, the material
is presented in a sufficiently general way as to be useful to people from most
branches of the physical sciences. The first part of the book describes the basic
tools of data analysis: concepts of probability and random variables, Monte Carlo
techniques, statistical tests, and methods of parameter estimation. The last three
chapters are somewhat more specialized than those preceding, covering interval
estimation, characteristic functions, and the problem of correcting distributions for
the effects of measurement errors (unfolding).
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